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You are invited to take part in a journey of exploration to the depths of
consciousness—and the blissful source of mind—through these unique insights
into the powerful practice of mantra.
These interactive, live, online sessions will also be recorded, so that
participants will have access to them for the duration of the course.
The course will be taught by Carlos Pomeda, who has over 40 years of
experience in the practice of mantra. He will be sharing his insights and
“tricks of the trade” to facilitate the inner journey.
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A unique course, designed to

sound to various levels of reality

provide a deep experience of mantra

(consciousness)

practice
Based on a practical exploration of
the original sources, with emphasis
on Tantra
8 live online sessions, 1.5 hrs each
Sessions will be held live at 7 AM,
Pacific Time and can also be
accessed through recording
Dates: July 9, 12, 16, 19, 23, 26, 30;
August 2
All course materials will be provided
in the form of a course reader
The curriculum includes little-known
but powerful Tantric sources,
including the correspondence of
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Minimum participants required: 15.
Please, help us spread the word
You are asked to commit to the
meditation practices for the duration
of the course
Each session will include reading
assignments and keeping track of
the practice (journaling)

REGISTRATION
DETAILS:
For questions, please write to
registration@pomeda.com
To register, simply send contact information to
registration@pomeda.com. Please, include the
following: Full name, address and email address at
which you wish to be contacted during the course
Please, include a note specifying why you are
interested in the course
Tuition cost, including course materials: US$300
Payment can be processed conveniently: if approved,
you will receive an invoice that includes links to
PayPal and Square, through which you can easily pay
using a credit card securely
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